List of Abbreviations

The following are listed for easy identification in the text documentation:

BCD  Black Community Defense and Development
BMLA Black Man’s Volunteer Liberation Army
CAP  Congress of African People
CFUN Committee for a United Newark
CHNC Clinton Hill Neighborhood Council
CSC  Computer Sciences Corporation
DAD  Division Against Discrimination
ERAP Economic Research and Action Project
FEPC Fair Employment Practices Commission
FHA  Federal Housing Administration
FOR  Friendship of Reconciliation
HRC  Human Rights Council
HUA  Harvard University Archives
LOC  Library of Congress
NCUP Newark Community Union Program
NHA  Newark Housing Authority
NHS  New Jersey Historical Society
NJSA New Jersey State Archives
NPL  Newark Public Library
NPD  Newark Police Department
NYPL New York Public Library
PNY Papers Paul N. Ylvisaker Papers
PUF  Princeton University Firestone Library
RAM Revolutionary Action Movement
SCR  Schomberg Center for Research in Black Culture
UCC  United Community Corporation
UNIA United Negro Improvement Association